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#mathscpdchat 30 March 2021 

 

What has been particularly significant in your maths teaching this term? 

Hosted by Kathryn Darwin 

 

This is a brief summary of the discussion – to see all the tweets, follow the hashtag 

#mathscpdchat in Twitter 

 

 

 

Among the links shared during the discussion were:  

 

OneNote Class Notebook in your Microsoft Teams Class which is a blog post describing how you 

can use OneNote Class Notebook. Each page can be any size and can become like a classroom 

whiteboard. Students can access and collaborate on anything in the collaboration space. It was 

shared by Catherine Edwards 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://blogs.glowscotland.org.uk/fa/mobiledevices/2020/04/17/onenote-class-notebook-in-your-microsoft-teams-class/
https://twitter.com/Edwards08C
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mote which is a YouTube video introduction to using the mote Chrome extension. It was shared 

by mote 

 

Mote Teachers which is a Facebook group for teachers using mote. Spirited debate and fresh 

ideas are welcome. It was shared by mote 

 

Teaching Further Mathematics 1 (TFM1) which is a sustained professional development course 

from the ASMP. It covers at least the pure material common to all AS level Further Mathematics 

specifications, and is designed for teachers who are currently teaching AS or A level Further 

Mathematics or who wish to teach it at some point in the near future. It was shared by Becca 

 

3D Modelling/Examples/Red-Green Anaglyph which is a Wikiversity page providing information 

relevant to the use of 3D glasses to enhance some mathematics learning! It was shared by 

Becca 

 

Teaching Math With Examples which is a book by Michael Pershan. The author answers 

questions about teaching with examples, providing solutions arrived at through experience and 

trial-and-error and his own process of classroom problem solving. It was shared by Karen 

Hancock 

 

The screenshots below, of chains of tweets posted during the chat, show parts of several 

conversations about ways of facilitating their pupils’ learning that teachers discovered or 

developed during online teaching/learning that they intend to continue to incorporate into their 

practice. Click on any of these screenshots-of-a-tweet to go to that actual tweet on Twitter. 

The conversations were generated by this tweet from Kathryn Darwin: 

 

and included these from Lee Overy, Kathryn Darwin and Karen Hancock: 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCUQudvQCv2lzLRlS2-2UV5A
https://twitter.com/justmoteHQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/moteteachers
https://twitter.com/justmoteHQ
https://amsp.org.uk/events/details/7424
https://twitter.com/Red_Maths
https://en.wikiversity.org/wiki/3D_Modelling/Examples/Red-Green_Anaglyph
https://twitter.com/Red_Maths
https://www.waterstones.com/book/teaching-math-with-examples/michael-pershan/9781913622480
https://twitter.com/karenshancock
https://twitter.com/karenshancock
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/13769593100808193
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1376961454046330881
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these from MrHawesMaths and Kathryn Darwin: 

 

 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/HawesMaths
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376961859065155590
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1376965294535626761
https://twitter.com/karenshancock/status/1376965767544119301
https://twitter.com/Lwdajo/status/1376966881744158728
https://twitter.com/HawesMaths/status/1376962371713961993
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376962568674230273
https://twitter.com/HawesMaths/status/1376964030233972746
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376964555390210052
https://twitter.com/HawesMaths/status/1376965530343636996
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these from MrHawesMaths, Martyn Yeo and Helen Scott: 

 

 

 

these from Miss Ward-Gow, Kathryn Darwin and Mary Pardoe: 

https://twitter.com/HawesMaths
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk
https://twitter.com/HelenScott88
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary
https://twitter.com/HawesMaths/status/1376959953102061570
https://twitter.com/martynyeouk/status/1376961674234765318
https://twitter.com/HelenScott88/status/1376968617485496322
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these from Kathryn Darwin and Jess Sands: 

 

 

 

https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks
https://twitter.com/MsSandsMaths
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1376962741353783297
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376963076671610889
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1376963866769432577
https://twitter.com/PardoeMary/status/1376964462813581314
https://twitter.com/mcwardgow/status/1376964926108020736
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376964420132352010
https://twitter.com/MsSandsMaths/status/1376961899959619587
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376962204180824066
https://twitter.com/MsSandsMaths/status/137696363659022362
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and this from Leanne Bell-Bayliss:  

 

 

 (to read the discussion sequence generated by any tweet look at the ‘replies’ to that tweet) 

 

Some of the areas where discussion focused were: 

 

significant learning by contributors that is a direct consequence of their recent online and 

classroom teaching experiences:  

• that both teachers and pupils are able to adapt quickly to changes in circumstances … 

‘students and teachers are incredibly resilient’; 

• several teachers mentioned discovering that OneNote (link provided above) is a useful 

tool that can aid significantly both online and classroom teaching … it aids teaching 

because ‘I can plan an entire learning episode on one page, and move through it at the 

pace of the class. Also really easy to add in and take out’ … ‘It is now part of my regular 

classroom practice and has really enhanced learning’; 

• some teachers have become very aware of ‘the importance of two-way conversations in 

teaching and learning maths’ between teachers and students, and between students and 

students … that, in some ways, communication between staff ‘has become more efficient’ 

… new opportunities for professional development have been seen and taken up; 

• remote teaching/learning has ‘highlighted’ for some teachers ‘just how important it is to 

check understanding throughout a lesson’ … it has also helped ‘to identify which 

students often need more help but won’t ask’; 

https://twitter.com/LeannePBB
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376963925409939467
https://twitter.com/MsSandsMaths/status/1376965514904358918
https://twitter.com/Arithmaticks/status/1376966080074289155
https://twitter.com/LeannePBB/status/1376962126481358853
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• some teachers have learned by, for the first time, watching videos of themselves 

teaching … ‘I’ve since changed the way I teach something or considered it more carefully’ 

… for example ‘I looked more closely at the opportunities for deeper thinking’; 

• several teachers have missed students being able to use real individual mini-whiteboards 

in lessons … but ‘the digital ones have been so useful, and I will continue to use them 

now we are back in school until we can use them (real ones) again safely’; 

• some teachers commented that teaching is far more effective in the classroom than 

when it has to be online … for example, in classroom teaching the teacher’s role is aided 

by observing students’ facial expressions, observing and participating in conversations, 

thereby having better opportunities for continuous formative assessment; 

• at least one teacher learnt ‘that we generally have a lot of parental support’, and that 

‘harnessing that will be a challenge moving forward’; 

• another teacher commented that she became aware during online teaching/learning of ‘how 

much feedback I give verbally in the classroom’ … she missed ‘being able to just glance 

at their work and pick up issues promptly’; 

• for some teachers online teaching created a greater-than-in-the-past need to ‘pick good 

examples to model’ … and to think deeply about ‘how I would present it online for 

students to comprehend’ … ‘bringing this (discipline) into the classroom has helped me 

massively’ … in particular it has helped the teacher to ‘create focal talking points in class’; 

• teaching remotely with the aid of a graphics tablet and visualiser has caused at least 

one teacher to become determined to ‘never stand with my back to a class again’; 

• there was a short discussion about whether or not secondary teachers are presently 

choosing to, or are obliged to, wear a mask while teaching … some consequences of 

wearing a mask were mentioned, such as teachers’ glasses fogging, and the ‘need to 

enunciate clearly’; 

• there was another brief discussion about the desirability of being able to walk around the 

classroom while still being able to project writing and drawing wirelessly to the 

classroom projector via a Microsoft receiver; 

• several teachers commented that online teaching has taught them patience, and how 

effective teaching is enhanced by extending the average ‘wait time’ for pupils’ 

responses … ‘a long wait time when questioning is also never awkward now because it 

was so long online’; 

• some teachers have been reminded by their experiences during remote teaching/learning 

‘that it is possible to check where students are without ‘book marking’ … consequently they 

want to make more use of mote (link provided above) in classroom teaching … ‘you 

can use mote to record short voicenotes … students (during remote teaching) seemed to 

respond more often when I left a voicenote rather than just a written comment’ … ‘it’s their 

teacher’s voice they need to hear’ … ‘certainly helped my lot’ … ‘particularly the non-
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engagers, who became engaged after leaving ‘I’ve noticed you haven’t yet started the work’ 

voice messages’ … that this can also be done on OneNote; 

• that becoming able during online teaching to record a lesson on Teams for students to 

watch again when they need/want to is ‘certainly something I could (will) continue doing in 

the classroom … it’s a great idea’; 

• for some teachers ‘whole-class response questioning’ became a more frequently used 

strategy during online teaching, and consequently ‘this has become a bigger part of my 

classroom lessons’ … as a result teaching is now more responsive to the contributions of 

individual students … the classroom ‘is a safer environment for making mistakes, as we 

discuss them so much’; 

• during online teaching having to ‘work harder to assess student understanding has 

improved my teaching overall’ … this has resulted in many teachers using individual 

student mini-whiteboards much more; 

• several teachers commented that they were able to build closer/better relationships with 

some pupils, and that this has ‘translated back to the classroom and has made a 

difference’; 

• many teachers who started to use Google Classroom in their online teaching intend to 

continue to use it during classroom teaching … ‘at least for planning or keeping a record of 

what happens each week’; 

• some departments have been prompted by the need to teach effectively online, to start to 

plan collaboratively … ‘and it has moved our practice on massively’; 

• having to teach online has prompted many teachers to think harder about ‘what is 

necessary and what is extraneous to my teaching’; 

• many teachers, having during online teaching discovered websites that provide virtual 

manipulatives, are now using both virtual and real manipulatives for the first time, or to 

a greater extent, in their classroom teaching … ‘the doors it has opened for their ability 

to articulate and explain the maths has been outstanding’, particularly for previously lower-

attaining students; 

• some teachers who, owing to suspected consequences of home learning, have started to 

teach KS3 students in mixed-attainment classes, are considering/have-decided to 

continue with not setting students in KS3 … ‘Covid forced our hand, but I’m glad it did’; 

• some teachers mentioned that recent experiences, and reading about ‘intelligent practice’, 

have ‘made me revisit my slides I shared when remote teaching and stripped it right back’ 

… ‘also the same with the amount of talk I do - less is more’; 

the host asked what has surprised teachers most this term: 

• that some students who never ask questions in the classroom, frequently asked questions 

online … ‘the pressure/anxiety of asking in the classroom did not manifest online, quite the 

opposite’; 
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the host asked what teachers thought their best lesson this term had been, and why they 

thought it was so good: 

• a short discussion resulted from a teacher’s description of a Further Mathematics lesson 

in which the students were ‘treated to 3D glasses when we were looking at 

intersection of planes’ … ‘we struggled so much with transformation matrices in 3D 

because all the visualisations were 2D’ … ‘I stole the idea from the AMSP’s Teaching FM 

course’ (link provided above) … ‘when I first did the course I ordered a class set of 3D 

glasses’; 

• a lesson in which reverse percentages were explored using bar modelling … ‘the bar 

modelling suited my class so much better (than teaching reverse percentages by inverse 

operations) so I left inverse operations as the extension’; 

the host tweeted this invitation: 

 

•  responses included: 
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• Catherine’s last (fourth) response prompted some discussion … ‘a lot of the initial focus is 

going to be on graphs and percentages as that hits a lot of subject areas’ … other 

departments seem excited too’ … there was some discussion about whether or not there 

might be opportunities to convince science teachers ‘to abandon formula triangles’; 

• Kathryn’s own response was requested, and she responded with: 

 


